Making & building (2-3)
Word-family map

create

- creates
- created
- creating

creative writing
- creature
- comforts
- recreation
- room

re-create
- re-creates
- re-created
- re-creating
- recreation
- recreational

creation
- creator
- creature
- creative
- creatively
- creativity
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Word-family map

pack

pack's
 packs
 packed
 packing

backpack
 pack rat
 pack mule
 pack up
 pack away
 packed lunch
 pack of cards
 ketchup packet
 flat-pack furniture

unpack
 unpacks
 unpacked
 unpacking

packet
 packer
 package
 packaged
 packaging
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Word-family map

wrap

wraps
wrapped
wrapping

unwrap
unwraps
unwrapped
unwrapping

wraparound
wrap up
wrap party
wrapping paper

wrapper
wrappings
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Word-family map

tank engine
engine room
engine oil

engine

engine's engines

engineer
engineering
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Multiple-meaning-word map

The water then travels to a large tower, where it is stored in tank. Finally the water is routed to a tap that controls the flow of the water. *(A new way to play)*

Now **tap** your toes. You can hear a soft **tapping** sound. Stomp your feet. The **tapping** sound becomes much louder. *(Sounds)*

tap

to hit lightly and quickly (v), or the sound that is made by doing that (n)

Floods can destroy roads and highways. Strong currents carry away houses and cars. Floodwaters can make **tap** water undrinkable and dangerous. *(Disaster alert!)*

One day there was a **tap, tap, tap** on the door. A woman had come to the farm. *(The three wishes)*
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Multiple-meaning-word map

In the pole vault, they use a pole to jump over a high bar. The bar is raised until there is only one jumper who can leap over the bar. (The Olympics)

bar

a rod made of metal or wood (n)

a rectangular piece or block of something (n)

She wished she had packed some juice and maybe a chocolate bar as well. (Blaze and the dark rider)

There is a telephone at the snack bar. (Read, sing, spell, write)

a counter where people can buy drinks and snacks (n)